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T

he Hebrew poet Saul Tchernichovsky was born in the village
Mikhailovka in the steppes of the government Tauria in 1875. His
first language was Russian, he learned Hebrew from his father and from
private teachers and became the first Hebrew poet in Eastern Europe who
had never learned in a cheder. He spent the years of his youth in Odessa,
studied medicine in Heidelberg and Lausanne and worked as a doctor for
the Russian army during the First World War. In 1922, he moved from
Soviet Russia to Germany (after his first attempt to immigrate to Palestine
had failed) where he lived until his immigration to Palestine in 1931.
As a man and as a poet, Tchernichovsky rejected the idea of a multiple
biography. In his vision, there was no fissure between the Jewish and the
humanist European worlds, he did not write for different milieus but for a
reader that was yet to be formed and educated. He aimed to write European
poetry in the Hebrew tongue. Under his pen, elements of the Jewish past
and memoirs of his own childhood became the substance of European
poetry; in turn, the Hebrew language (in its Ashkenazi pronunciation) was
adapted to the syllabotonic metres of European poetry.
Tchernichovsky’s poetry has found two outstanding translators.
Vladislav Khodasevich translated Tchernichovsky’s idylls equimetrically
into Russian hexameters; a selection of his shorter poems ballads and
sonnets were translated into Polish by Salomon Dykman (a student of
Classical Philology at the University of Warsaw) between 1936 and 1939.
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The translations do not include those poems in which Tchernichovsky
established a firm connection between Hebrew and Polish poetry. Tcher
nichovsky spoke and read Polish fluently and knew long passages of Pan
Tadeusz by heart. One of his most famous lines “Man is nothing but a little
plot of land,/ Man is nothing but the image of his native landscape” carries
the distinct echo of Mickiewicz’s lines in Forefathers’ Eve: “Lecz twarz
każdego jest jak ich kraina…” (“Their faces are as their homeland…”).
Between 1909 and 1921, Tchernichovsky wrote fifteen Crimean sonnets
in imitation of Adam Mickiewicz. I have translated four (out of fifteen)
Hebrew sonnets into English in which the echoes of Mickiewicz’s Crimean
sonnets are most noticeable. The originals are written in Hebrew alexan
drines, i.e. in iambic hexameters with a caesura after the sixth syllable.
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Crimean Sonnets
I.

Ha-gam kohen lʾAlláh | bein ʾaḥav „Ṭshaṭirdag“
vʾal ketef hare Ḳrim | uvmotam yiṣagev,
veḥashrat ʿavim lo | ʿim braḳim – tsnif shel ḥag,
mah yafeh „Demerdshi“ | ha-ḳam binfotsot regev!
Kotarto tivḳaʿ ʿav, | ulroʾsho ʾavne-negev:
mi yirʿeh tsoʾno vo | ulroʿo yoʾmer: nhag.
ʾadamdam-ʾefor brosh | vekhesef-livneh daḳ.
Vahdar ʿets gofer lo | btaltalim raʿananim,
haniṣʾe mikol gan | varam ʿal yaʿar pereʾ
milvoʾ ha-geʾ vha-yam | vʿad biḳʿat Baʾar-Dereʾ.
Uvvoʾhastav ha-ḳar | ufashaṭ ʿal ha-ganim,
veʾavlah gefen Ḳrim | baʿdei zhavah unḥushtah,
mah yafeh „Demerdshi“ | ha-tsofeh fne ʾAlushṭah!
Is there a priest of Allah among the brothers of Chatyr-Dag?
He rises on the shoulder of the Crimean mountains and on their heights,
And thick clouds with lightning are his festive turban,
How beautiful is Demirji that rose amid clumps of earth,
His crown cuts the clouds, on his peak are stone obstacles.
Who will graze his sheep there and who will tell the shepherd: “guide
me”?
He is red and grey, and at his foot lie southern gardens,
The green of cypress branches and tender white poplars.
The splendour of the cypress with fresh curls
Rises from every garden higher than the wild forests,
From the ends of the ravines and the sea to the valley Baar-Dere.
And when cold autumn comes and spreads over the gardens,
and the Crimean vineyards wear mourning in gold and in copper…
how beautiful is Demerji looking towards Alushta!

II.

Bakhṭshisarai hanamt? | Bakhṭshisarai, hakhi
loʾ gilu lakh ha-sod | ʿaden ḳehal mulayikh?
Bifroṣ ha-leil ba-har | ʾet ḳasmav gam-ʿalayikh
Ḥag’i ʾish pelʾi baʾ | barḥov, bashvil, basḥi.
Mitsriyaḥ zeh ʿal yad | ha-ḳsarḳeṭ ḳol shel-bkhi
yishmaʿ – veḳaraʾ bshem | kol gdudei parashayikh
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ha-noflim ʾel ha-tsar | ʾel maḥneh maʿvidayikh,
uvoʾu bvigdei ṣrad | u tslavei-fras umḥi.
Vloʾ yoʾmer klum – ʾakh yor | ʾel-mul fnei haʿaravah
ʿal shvil mehulal zeh | kvashuhu susei Ḳrim,
bihyot dvar-Khan leḥoḳ | baṭirah ha-nishgavah.
“Hoy ʾoru ʾaḥ ʾet ʾaḥ! | veʾish reʿo yaḥrim!”
ki ʾoy laʿam, sheʾein | bʿolamo lo ʾakh tsriyaḥ,
veshiḥet libo lzar | vezerʿo ʿal-kol-tsḥiyaḥ.
Bakhchysarai, do you sleep? Bakhchysarai,
Has the community of your mullahs revealed the secret of Eden to you?
When the night scatters its spells on the mountains, also on you,
The mysterious hadshi comes—in the street, on the path, in the mud.
From the minaret next to the barracks sounds a crying voice,
It calls the names of the regiments of your dragoons
Who are falling for the Tsar, for the camp of your enslavers;
They come in uniforms, with a cross of honour and a lapel.
And he says nothing—he only points towards the steppe,
To the infamous path that was trodden by Crimean horses
At the time when the word of the Khan was law in the Sublime Porte.
Oh brothers curse each other! Oh damn each other!
Woe to the people that has in the world nothing but a turret,
That has given its heart to a stranger and sheds its seed on arid ground.

III.

ʾAllah ḥasin! uvfi | ha-kofrim bo unviʾo
yetsav thilah vashir | laʾasher yivḥar bo!
Miyom sheniṭal kvod | Bakhṭshisarai, veḥarbo
yenofef ḥeil Mosḳvah | ʿal maʿoz Ḳrim veṣiʾo –
ha-heikhal maḥsheh – has! | Meʾein gev ḥam mafriʿo
kvar ḥarav haʾagam | vedalal mazreḳ shvo,
ha-harmon vehagan | shesugru ʾaz miboʾ –
yeḥalel bʿeinav zar | vha-shoʿer huʾ meviʾo.
ʾAkh yofi nogeh, ḥin | ha-karukh baʿaḳev
hod shenistaleḳ kvar | vgaʿguʿim ʾomrim kʾev,
hen taʿaṭenu ṣfat | harodim bḳismei shir.
Uvʿanenei ha-rokh | uvleʾot mʾod naʿemah,
bmakhḥalot ṭerem yom | mefarprim ba-devir.
Yipagesh tsel ʾet tsel | shel Miryam vshel Zaremah.
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Allah is great! In the mouth of the renegade and of his Prophet
He commands a prayer—and a song in the mouth of the one whom he
chooses!
Since the day on which the honour of Bakhchysarai was taken,
And since Moscow’s soldiers wave their swords over the fortress of the
Crimea and its heights,

Silence has fallen upon the palace! Undisturbed by hot bodies
The pond has dried out and its reeds have become thin.
The harem and the garden that were once locked
Are profaned by the eyes of the stranger who is guided by the gatekeeper.
Beauty is full of sorrow, grace is bound to the heel
Of a splendour that has already disappeared, and longing speaks in pain,
and dresses the mouth of the oppressors in the magic of song,
And in the clouds of softness, in very sweet exhaustion,
In the blueness before the break of day, it quivers in the sanctuary.
A shade meets its friend—the shade of Mary meets the shade of Zarema.

IV.

Gan naṭaʿ ʾelohim | ha-gan! veʾAzraʾil
ha-botser lo! Uvtsel | ʾavelei brosh umelah,
uvakahʾ rav ʿafi | vshalekhet btul ḳamelah,
uvein ʿishvei-ha-bar | shepashṭu ʿal kol shvil,
tanomnah shnatan-ʿad | ʾel ḥavatselot nil,
bnot Gruzyah rvat-ha-ʾor | vGermanyah haʿamelah,
ushzufot ʾei-ha-yam;| ukhhon mimkar mimeiʾlaʾ
gam niḳṭefu liṣḥoḳ | ultaʾvat gvir ʾevil.
Umi yodeʿa, ʾim | loʾ ʿatah lʾaḥar motan,
vʾim loʾ meʿeinei zar | loʾ yiḳraʾ tavei shmotan,
nigeret dimʿah, lah | toḥalnah bnot ha-tsvi?
ʾAllah bʾetsbaʿo huʾ | yesamen: mi lishvi.
vetaḥat sayif ḳar | pnei mi yeḳabtsu faʾrur,
ufnei mi yishaḳ zar | shel yofi mar veʾarur…

IV.

This garden has been planted by a god of the garden! And Azrael
Is its harvester! In the sad shade of the cypress and the ash tree,
Of the weeping willow with many branches and the withering leaves of
the black poplar
And between the stalks of the grain that spreads on every path
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Rest in eternal sleep on indigo-blue lilies
The daughters of light-saturated Georgia, of hard-working Germania,
And those who were tanned on the islands of the sea, as merchandise—
on their own—
They were harvested for the amusement and the desire of the dull lord.
Who knows if not now, after their death,
If not from foreign eyes that cannot decipher the letters of their names,
A tear will flow for which these daughters were longing in the splendour
of their youth.
Allah designates with his finger who will go into captivity,
Whose face will gather blackness under the blade of a cold foil,
And whose face will kiss the splendour of bitter and cursed beauty…
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The reproduction is taken from the 1955 Schocken edition of “Shirim”. The first sonnet begins on
the bottom of the page.
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